Stem cell marker nestin and c-Jun NH2-terminal kinases in tumor and peritumor areas of glioblastoma multiforme: possible prognostic implications.
It has been hypothesized that brain tumors are derived from stem cell or transiently dividing precursor transformation. Furthermore, c-Jun NH(2)-terminal kinases (JNKs) have been involved in gliomagenesis. This study analyzes stem cell marker nestin and JNK expression in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) and peritumor tissue and assesses their possible prognostic implications. Nestin and both total JNK (tJNK) and phosphorylated JNK (pJNK) expression was investigated by immunohistochemistry in 20 GBMs. Samples were derived from tumors (first area), from tissues at a distance <1 cm (second area), and between 1 and 3.5 cm (third area) from the macroscopic tumor border. The relationships between patients' age, Karnofsky performance status, gender, protein expression, and survival were analyzed. Nestin cytoplasmic immunoreactivity was observed in the majority of cells in tumor but infrequently in peritumor areas. tJNK, observed in the nucleus and cytoplasm, was widely expressed in the three areas; pJNK, mostly located in the nuclei, was found in a variable percentage of cells in the tumor and peritumor tissue. Nestin and JNK expression in peritumor areas was independent of the presence of neoplastic cells. Univariate analysis indicated that survival was longer (19 versus 12 months; P = 0.01) for patients whose pJNK/nestin and (pJNK/tJNK)/nestin ratios in the second area were > or =2.619 and > or =0.026, respectively. The same variables showed an independent prognostic value in multivariate analysis. Nestin and JNK expression indicates that peritumor tissue, independently of the presence of neoplastic cells, may present signs of transformation. Moreover, pJNK/nestin and (pJNK/tJNK)/nestin ratios in that tissue seem to have some prognostic implications in GBM patients.